
Dual control   

Intended to training 
centres of instructors
and driving training centres

Light vehicle simulator
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Driver station details
• Two car seat.
• Gearbox 5 gears + reverse.
• Steering wheel 37 cm.
• Hazard warning lights.
• Handbrake.
• Cluster switch with windscreen wipers, lights…
• Dual control:
- 2 accelerator pedals,
- 2 brake pedals,
- 2 clutch pedals.
• 1 supervisor box for main beam headlights, dipped beam, 
indicators, and klaxon.
• Dimensions:
- Height 160 cm,
- Length 155 cm,
- Width 123 cm.
• Net weight 340 kg.

Linked together on site with 2 modules on wheels to consider 
dimensions and crossing doors difficulties;

3 screens of 48 inch allowing a perfect perception and immersion. 
Each screen has a 110-cm width, which make a width grow of 260 
cm considering a closed angle on 2 others screens for the display.
A station distance about 80 cm is to plan.
A nearby surface of 6 m² is to be planned to insure the good 
deployment of dual control:
L = 235 (155+80) x width 260 = 6,11 m².
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Long-lasting rented 
Funding offer
We propose you a turnkey on all the duration of your rent 
including the maintenance and updates.

This price includes a station maintenance during all the rent period. The 
software updates, interventions on site of our internal after-sales service 
(see warranty and maintenance conditions).

560,00
 € 

HT/month
Rent from

on 48 months

Designation Reference
Monthly rent

HT / 36 months
Loyer mensuel
HT / 48 months

Dual control simulator with dynamic 
platform 37078 999,00 € 800,00 €

Dual control simulator without dynamic 
platform 37078-SV 699,00 € 560,00 €

Software
The simulator is delivered with the ROAD STAR software allowing 5200 
variants of scenarios.
Choice of 3 vehicles, all the weather conditions, possibility to modify 
the vehicle’s driver parameters in real time and generate random 
breakdowns.
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EDISER designed this dual control driving simulator 
intended to training centres of supervisors. It allows to 
prepare and perfect the driving training for every station of 
the vehicle.
Work in a calm environment to bring the trainee to a 
good understanding of the trainer expectations, work on 
the commented driving, have notions of eco-driving, be 
confronted to hazardous situations, to master them and 
act with reflection and professionalism.
It’s all the issue of such device.

What allows the dual control simulator
•  Analysis and self-estimation of its perceptive, analytic, and 

sensory motor limits.
• Definition of necessary skills for a safe and citizen driving.
• Margin safety notions in the driving.

Intended to 
training centres 
of supervisors

Optimize your results by offering 
other teaching perspectives to 
your trainees 
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Discovery and learning of driving use from the dual 
control station 
The driving supervisor training last at least 480 hours minimum in 
centre, distributed on two months.
The teaching trainees have to acquire the quality of rational driving 
and perfectly master the driving at the right post. They have to 
anticipate with success the errors verbally, correct them or might 
catch up physically, but also to be able to manage pedals and 
gearbox while leaving the steering wheel to the trainee and guiding 
it educationally on his visual strategy…

This mission is not possible for the great majority of
«BEPECASER» in training. Contrary to the driving apprenticeship 
where 20 hours can go on until the obtaining of the required 
qualities, the BEPECASER cannot extend his learning cause of 
financed process by advisers where the exam dates are fixed.

So, in most of the cases, the trainees who do not obtain a sufficient 
control do not almost teach in real situation with pupils on steering 
wheel, the BAFM preferring to limit the risks.

Less hours of education, means more risks of failure during the 
exams. In best practices, we consider that around 1 BAFM for 12 
BEPECASER is needed.

With the dual control simulator, we improve the work in real 
driving and we delegate the acquisition work of the driving 
automatisms to the right at the meeting room.
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Learning of educational psychology procedures 
for the future driving teachers in training
To learn to teach in a mobile environment is the case of each BAFM 
who repeats all week long the apprenticeship procedures (procedural 
knowledges). With the dual control simulator, they can understand 
the pedagogy in vehicle in the meeting room!
So, the group of 12, 20, 25 trainees BEPECASER participates to the 
driving lessons of their colleagues. They analyse individually then 
collectively the strengths and weaknesses od performances that they 
follow.
This work allows to increase largely their experience and reassure 
them about the educational approach of the contents in car. Therefore, 
the safety approached continues to be worked at the same time, 
always alternately between dual control simulator and the car.

Integrate the simulator 
tool as a complement of 
classic training

What allows the dual control simulator 
• Understand the links between the different breaches, the 

risks-taking and accidents from situations analysis..
• Become aware of specifics risk factors linked with objectives 

of the movement to analyse them in traffic:
 - Accidents statistics, their sources, their evolution.
 - Insurances institutional functioning.
 - Evolution and orientations of the highway safety national 
and local politics.

 - Results of the studies in accidents causes.
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Lifelong learning of driving teachers 
Today, no training institution in BEPECASER integrates the driving 
simulation into its training route to BEPECASER. Thus, the teachers 
are left by their own when they have to teach with a simulator. The 
simulator having never been used, the teachers are not prepared 
for this tool and it often frightens them and is thus generally badly 
perceived.
It is obvious that the approach to computer-assisted training and/or by 
simulator is better perceived when it is integrated into initial or continue 
driving teachers training.
Especially as the dual control simulator reassures by the approach

Proposer une nouvelle approche
dans vos réactualisations de connaissances

What allows the dual control simulator

• Know the factors which influence the vigilance level.
• Understand the links between the different breaches, risks 

taking and accidents from the situation’s analysis.
• Understand how the psychological and social factors are 

linked to the drivers risks relations.
• Become aware of specifics risks factors linked to the moving 

objectives in order to analyse them in traffic.

Propose a new approach in your 
knowledges updates

of an «instructor» station which seems not to remove the teacher’s 
role but on the contrary to value it, even if we saw previously that it 
is especially the different methodical approach which will allow them 
new apprenticeship ways.
As a reminder, the driving establishment managers are 13 000 
today having to follow retraining courses every 5 years. It’s 
a magnificent opportunity to present them the dual control 
simulator.
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Extract of the last current texts «Understanding the necessity to 
follow an educational program and a training to acquire a driving 
level by limiting the risks».

Before the driving school
Driving initiation or discovery of the main rules from 
14-years-old.

If it is forbidden to obtain the authorization to learn to drive on traffic 
opened road, nothing forbids to sell services to the 14-years-old 
young people, or more, unregistered within the supervised driving 
apprenticeship framework.
Within the framework of an educational continuum, it is logical to 
train by advance the young peoples in the mechanical approach to 
save time and training quality during initial driving training.
By preparing from the college and the beginning of the high school 
(before 15-years-old), we are very quick learners and bases are 
acquired before the beginning of the 20 hours … These 20 hours 
will be, therefore, more centred on the behavioural and analytic 
approach of the driving. The teaching quality will be only raised and 
the cost reduces. 

Let driving the young 
people in practice from 
14 years-old

This simulator can also be used by driving schools having 
developed a specific teaching skills with their trainees 
and their instructor by favouring a softer approach of the 
practical situation scenario.
Make driving apprenticeships directly on the simulator 
to remove the real driving apprehensions or to use the 
device during the educational meetings to illustrate the 
trainer speech towards the parents. The resources of 
such machine are very important for the establishments 
which acquire such tool.
The simulator allows to hold a driving situation to 
analyse it accurately. Thus, the trainee can have a better 
understanding and perceive more easily formal and 
informal indications having caused the situation.

This way of doing, REMC, puts back the trainee at the 
heart of its learning answering to WHY things happen.

Intended to driving 
schools
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A new resource for the driving 
schools:
The practice of the theory!

During training in driving schools
Strengthening to critical situations education during driving in 
the approved establishments.

Some driving situations can be instructed on tracks or racing       
circuits to acquire certain automatisms or «make the experience» 
of critical situations as: braking in curves, braking without or with 
assistances … 

The driving simulator allows to assist, to help and to mark the 
essential presence of the trainer next to the learner driver. As part of 
a group session, it allows to install an observer behind the steering 
wheel and ask to the learner driver to take the trainer position to 
assist and guide in his turn the new learner.
It’s a modern shape of animation in meeting room, where we share 
a driving practice, we analyse it and we develop some experience 
based on all improvements intended to the decreasing of driving 
learner’s accidents (see MERIT report).

What allows the dual control simulator
• Experience contributions in the risks apprehension and 

control as well as in its driving self-estimation.
• Theories of the risks.
• Identify the ways to react in front of unusual or degrade 

situations.
• Understand that avoid a dangerous estimated situation is 

more relevant than to be confront with it.
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Cover all the range of the 
REMC: the simulator brings 
new solutions!

Directing of autonomous driving           
situations in the colleague’s presence
As a reminder, the young beginner drivers kill themselves mainly 
in the evening, by night, in the open countryside with a passenger 
(often of different sex), in bend… but learn to drive during daytime, 
in city, with an adult.
Learning conditions are simple and easy in the beginning of 
training but must become more complex and get closer to the reality 
at the end of training. It’s not possible to «test» the learner driver in 
real autonomy conditions in which he would drive with a friend by 
night...

With the driving simulator, we can get closer to these critical 
situations by causing them with role plays where passengers can 
even be friends who are unregistered in the driving school. This 
«sponsoring» will became an advantage in the training and in the 
social approach of the driving learning. 
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Directing of supervised driving              
situations in meeting room
The preliminary appointment is an obligation for almost 190 000 
supervisors who get into the supervised driving every year. The 
success of this method consists by sharing the experience and 
knowledges.
The young person gives the new knowledges he has acquired at 
the driving school while the parent give him his situation’s vision by 
anticipation.
But we don’t become a learner supervisor without training. It is the role 
of these 190 000-preliminary appointments which take place every 
year.

With the driving simulator, we can live simple situations to learn 
how to well communicate with the driver learner, then to confront 
more complex driving situations in order to know how to react as a 
supervisor. The parent finds himself next to his apprentice children 
without dual controls

What allows the dual control simulator 
• Concept of the empowerment and decision taking in the 

apprenticeship of automobile driving.
•  Interest of a supervised driving period in order to develop 

autonomy.
•  Benefits of the autonomous driving experiment in the 

apprenticeship.
•  Specifics risks factors for the novice drivers, in particular 

linked to the youth characteristics, lack of experience and 
understanding difficulties of driving situations.
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EDISER - 381, rue Raymond Recouly - CS 20043 - 34078 Montpellier Cedex 3
  Tél : 04 67 07 38 38 - Fax : 04 67 07 34 00

e-mail : commercial@ediser.com - Site : www.ediser.com


